Spares Information
Feedback is welcomed; Any information, i.e. other sources of spares, would be good to share.
Th1s is a list of suggested contacts for various parts and services. The club takes no responsibility for providing this
information which is given purely on an informative basis. The web sites listed are not connected with VVC (UK)
LIMITED.
Historically the club held the remaining factory spares for the models produced by Douglas. The stock of engine spares
for the 125cc models produced prior to 1959 were particularly extensive, all of this has now been disposed of, any
remaining saleable stock has been put in storage. Little of any value/use now exists.
GENERAL PARTS:
BILL DRAKE: 02380 617316 Small private dealer, seen at many parts fairs. Has superb Vespa knowledge and can
often get bits. His philosophy is to keep Vespas on the road.
SCOOTER CENTER GmbH Germany. Very helpful people. They have a large catalogue of parts many suitable for
older bikes. www.scooter-center.com
PIAGGIO VINTAGE PARTS Can be ordered from any Piaggio dealership although some cannot seemingly be
bothered! Others are very helpful. You can also order direct on the web. 2009 Catalogue is available via this link.
www.vespavintage.com
ITALIAN VINTAGE VESPA SUPPLIER: At the moment we have no knowledge of their products or service so if you
use them then let us have some feedback. www.vespatime.it
ALLSTYLES SCOOTERS: 02392 655565 Hold a reasonable stock of vintage parts. Phone and ask if you dont see what
you want on their list. Ask for the 10% discount available to VVC members. See Discounts page
SCOOTERWORKS02076 201421: Stock Scootopia parts. Usually have a container each month full of old Vespas and
s/h parts. They like putting newer engines in old bikes so may have older engines for sale. You may be lucky.
BEEDSPEED: 08700 660393 Very good for basic parts that are common to older as well as PX range bikes. See
Discounts page
SCOOTER EMPORIUM: 02073 752277 Also import old Vespas and put newer engines in. Worth asking for older
engines and parts.
MAURO PASCOLI: www.mauropascoli.it Have been in the business for many years. Many parts duplicate those
available through the Piaggio Vintage catalogue. Consistent good quality, not always the cheapest. No British Agent,
so buying on line is the only way to deal with them.
VESPA SPARES CO. Based in UK. Not tried this one myself but they have asked to go on our web site. Give them a
try and let me know what the service/prices are like. At the check-out enter 'VVC' in the voucher code box. This will
apply a 5% discount for orders over £50 and 10% for orders over 10%www. www.vespaspares.co.uk ROLLERLADEN
Plenty of parts for older classic Vespas. www.rollerladen.com
VESPA -GS-TELLE-SHOP. GS 150 Parts. (Although the site also caters for GS160 & SS180) Mentioned by our
Technical Team as a possible new source worth trying for that obscure part. www.delorto.uk www.vespa-gs-teileshop/

MASKES VESPA KLASSIEKERS (Holland). Many second hand parts for both wide frame and later Vespa. Also sells
restored Vespa. Worth a visit if near Rotterdam. www.maskesvespaklassiekers.nl

SPECIALISTS

RESTORATIONS
GRAN SPORT BIRMINGHAM: 01214 714555 Do very good quality restorations.
CARB SPARES:
DELORTO: 01189431180 www.delorto.co.uk (Eurocarb Ltd Importers) 256 Kentwood Road Tilehurst, Reading. RG31
6DR UK Understand that they are happy to supply a parts list and diagram for any Delorto carb. many parts for older

vintage carbs are still available. Sorry, but following enquiries it seems that body casings for carbs are not sold as
spare parts.

WIRING LOOMS:
Bill Drake: see above.
CHROMING:
LONDON CHROMING 02076 396434 Not cheap but do a very good job.
ACMA Vespa parts:
ACMA SCOOTER FRANCE www.acma-scooter.com Advertises in French naturally.
SPEEDOMETERS:
SPEEDOKING www.speedoking.com Good reports have been received regarding re-conditioning, including new faces.
Based in USA, the prices charged for postage are reasonable. They also do replacement keys.
Speedo Face Plates
FLYWHEEL RE-MAGNETISING:
Contact: Scooterworks 020 7237 72230
PAINT:
See Page for 'PAINT CODES' in Members Area regarding finding out about most Max Meyer paint codes.
RS BIKE PAINT LTD In total, they list over 30000 colours. They have a comprehensive list of Vespa colours however it
is usually easiest to have a quick chat over the phone to ensure they select. the right colour .
Please call on 01707 273219 Monday to Friday between 9am & 5pm with your full bike details and they will be very
happy to help.

BULBS:
GOFFY ELECTRICAL
www.norbsa02.freeuk.com
Lucas Tail lights supplier:
www.autoelectricsupplies.co.uk

TYRES:
TONY ETHERIDGE For those difficult to find vintage scooter tyres. Try Tony Etheridge VMSC member.
Tel: 01923231699

